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Dear CPC Members, 

The CPC Board of Directors have met and discussed the

Telehealth Guideline Resource that was created in the

fall/winter of 2020 and sent out to the membership in

January of 2021. The document was created after

receiving several member questions regarding

Telehealth during the Pandemic, asking for guidance

on implementing this in a very challenging time. At that

time, the Board discussed this document being an

evolving guideline and virtual care has been on our

radar throughout our strategic planning process. 

The CPC Board is establishing a task force to look at all

factors surrounding Telehealth and the  delivery of

Pedorthic treatment virtually. I can advise that the task

force will use its best e�orts to engage with a broad

spectrum of members and stakeholders, to become as

well-informed as possible to make recommendations

to the Board. The current Telehealth Resource Guide

will continue to apply until the task force has completed

its review and the Board has considered any

recommendations it makes.

We have a board meeting on October 26th, and I hope

to have an update from the task force at that time.

The CPC Board has spent the last 6 months deeply

involved in a strategic planning process. We reached

out to you, our members, with a survey for your

feedback and received an astounding number of

responses. We have incorporated your feedback into

the strategic planning process and will continue to

consider your feedback throughout this process.

Our role as the regulator is public safety and to protect

the integrity of our profession and we will continue to
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consider what is best for the public & the profession

during these evolving times.  

Sincerely, 

Jordanna Jones

Chair, The College of Pedorthics of Canada

College of Pedorthics of Canada

503-386 Broadway

Winnipeg, MB. R3C 3R6

T: 866.819.4354

F: 204.947.9767

W:www.cpedcs.ca 
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